RESEARCH 2022
OUTLOOK RETAIL SENTIMENT SURVEY

/ IN

CHANGEABLE
TIMES, RETAIL TENANTS
FOCUSED ON WHAT
THEY CAN CONTROL
/ Customer Service
/ Convenience
Coming off a strong year, they
are optimistic about what
2022 will bring.

/A

POSITIVE
TRAJECTORY
Retail is on a positive trajectory, and tenants
within Levin Management Corporation’s (LMC)
leased and managed portfolio are embracing
that – despite some significant ongoing
challenges.
/ COVID-19 Concerns
/ Labor Shortages
/ Supply Chain Disruptions
/ Rising Inflation
Brick-and-mortar retail tenants are cutting
through the noise to focus on what they can
control: providing top-notch service and
convenience for customers.

72.6%
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optimistic about 2022 performance

/ COMING

OFF A
STRONG YEAR
Over the past year, brick-and-mortar retail
has proven its value to the consumer.
Brands that survived the storm are moving
forward, as reflected by stepped-up leasing
and new store openings, particularly within
open-air shopping centers. Add to that the
growing number of digitally native retailers
opening offline locations, and the evidence
is clear.
Simply put, people like to shop in physical
stores and they are doing so, to the benefit
of shopping center tenants. Unsurprisingly,
LMC survey respondents had a better year
in 2021 compared to 2020.

73.9% 70.1%
annual sales volume
met or exceeded 2020
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holiday seasonal sales
met or exceeded 2020

/ BRICK-AND-MORTAR

ADVANTAGES

The LMC survey asked participants what they believe
are the top advantages brick-and-mortar provides
over online retail. In-person customer service and
support was, by far, the leading response.
Retailers with the foresight to provide what their
customers value most not only survive but thrive.
Today, service and convenience top that list.
Tenants are responding strategically, by investing
in the high-level training and technology – from
digital coupons and loyalty programs, to self
check-out, click-and-collect and more – that bring
measurable ROI.

52.8%
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/ in-person customer service and
support, the leading response

46.7%

/ ADAPTED OR
PLANNED TO ADAPT
TO IMPROVE
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

OF THAT COHORT:

55%

/ INCREASED
TRAINING & FOCUS
ON CUSTOMER SERVICE

52.3%

/ INCREASED USE
OF TECH-CENTERED
MARKETING TOOLS
IN-STORE

/ ADDRESSING

THE
LABOR CHALLENGE
Labor remains one of the most pressing –
and widely discussed – concerns for the
retail sector.
Retailers are working hard to win new hires.
When asked how they are incentivizing new
hires beyond hourly wage, LMC Outlook
survey participants cited hiring bonus
programs, additional commissions and
tips, paid time off, and health benefits.

62.6% 70.9%
in hiring mode
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say it’s harder to find
qualified candidates

/ STORE

UPDATES &
EXPANSION PLANS
A notable percentage of tenants within
LMC’s leasing and management portfolio are
moving forward with store updates and new
locations in 2022.

17.2%
24.4%

/ anticipate expanding,
renovating or reformatting
their space
/ expect to open
additional locations

There are so many moving parts as we settle
into 2022, but retail is an industry that is
accustomed to continual change. Tenants
are trying new approaches and embracing
opportunities for growth despite challenges
– and that is encouraging.
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/ ABOUT

THE SURVEY

Levin Management’s Retail Sentiment Survey gauges the strength of
the American economy from a street-level perspective.
Managers of retail stores regularly interact with the consumers who
drive the industry. These managers are also responsible for meeting
the sales goals set for their stores. This daily frontline experience gives
them a unique outlook on the true state of retail.
Levin Management, which operates approximately 120 shopping
centers across a broad range of markets in five key states, surveys the
store managers of its 1,100+ tenants three times annually, gathering
information on current sales and traffic numbers, and on manager
sentiment.
The surveys also ask timely questions about hiring patterns, the
evolving impact of ecommerce, key events and other socio-economic
factors that may be influencing performance.
In addition to the Outlook poll, the surveys are traditionally conducted
in May, exploring technology trends and mid-year sales performance,
and in October/November, gauging expectations and plans for the
holiday season.
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LMC serves as a trusted single-source commercial real estate services provider for institutional and private
owners, maintaining a diversified portfolio in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states. All LMC clients, and each
property in its portfolio, benefit from the firm’s experience, relationships and fully integrated approach – from
leasing, to development and renovations, to property operations, marketing and more. LEVINMGT.COM

